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“Ah, I, I don’t know ah.”

“Your Extreme South Continent is only those few people with so-called pseudo-immortal weapons
who have some fighting ability, and the Extreme South Continent is a barren land that we abandoned,
otherwise, this is not a place for you low-level humans to come to.”

“Oh, are we humans that bad?”

“Don’t always you humans humans, there are many classifications of humans, and you, are the lowest
level, the lower the level, the more terrifying the reproduction.When we dragons come out of a
random retreat, you guys have gone from a few, breeding to a litter, so you guys are not recognized by
real humans, and if you are allowed to breed, it’s too terrifying.”

“Ugh.”

Omi was speechless, Omi was upset inside, but this dragon clan leader was at least kindly persuaded
despite his difficult words.

“Alright, I can allow you to live in our Dragon Clan, I’ll send someone to investigate who lost the
dragon child.”

“Okay, thank you, Clan Leader.”

“Take them to live there.”

“Yes, Clan Leader.”

A dragon girl said to Omi and the others, “Please follow me.” Remember the URL ．kanshu8．net

“Oh.”

Omi didn’t want to live and leave this place, but in order to find Sebastian’s origins, he had to
begrudge himself first.

Omi was taken to a humble stone house next to the Dragon Valley.

“You guys can stay here for now, if you need anything, please feel free to say so.”That Dragon Maiden
said with a wink at Omi.

“Thank you.”

“You’re welcome, I’ll be leaving then.”



After that dragon girl left, she said, “Brother Chen, I’m very upset, how can they talk about humans
like that.”

“There’s nothing to be angry about, we’re all just standing from a different race’s point of view, maybe
in their dragon race’s eyes, we humans, we’re really low class.”

“How lowly.”

“Oh, why bother with what others think.What I want to say even more now is that we humans, in the
Seven Seas are so stateless, according to what the dragon clan leader said, the Seven Seas Na Nuo
Elephant Nose, Pusara, Fu Ruthless, Yong Xiong, they don’t even dare to step half a step into another
continent, they only dare to stay in the Extreme South Continent.”

Little Fire hummed, “No wonder their few families, all right, always run to the Six Heavy Sea, so there’s
no place to go in the Seven Heavy Sea.Brother Chen, what should we do then?After that we’ll return to
the Far South Continent?”

“Look again, my current strength isn’t strong enough to face those Saint Beast powerhouses that hate
humans.The strength of the dragon clan leader just now could have killed me in seconds, and if the
other holy beast races are as strong, then it would be dangerous once we run into them.”

“Then let’s return to the Extreme South Continent first.”.

Omi said, “Little Fire, it’s now very certain that there is also your Qilin Clan here, you can head to the
Qilin Clan ah.”

“Forget it, I’m just an evolved Fire Demon Beast, I don’t have any face in the Qilin Clan.”

The purple pupil on the other side was busy saying, “Uncle Fire is right, the way the dragon clan leader
looked at me just now made me feel so cold, I’m still a Jiao snake evolved in his eyes no matter
what.We ourselves call ourselves Jiao dragons, while they call us Jiao snakes, alas.”

Omi said comfortingly, “Violet Pupil, it doesn’t matter that they look down on you, you don’t intend to
follow them anyway

Living together.”

Zi Dong snorted, “I won’t live with them, I’d rather go back to Tang Ji Gate to be comfortable.”

Little Fire smiled, “It’s not bad to be with Little White at Tang Chi Gate in the future.”

Little White beside him looked surprised and said, “Why with me ah?”

Violet Hitomi was blushing all over.

Little Fire said, “Little White, don’t you think Purple Hitomi is handsome?”

“Is Uncle Violet Hitomi handsome?I don’t think so.”Sebastian even shook his head.

“Speechless, Sebastian, you’re almost grown up, you can try to find male dragon friends, I think Purple
Hitomi is good, I’ve watched this young man grow up.”.

Dao: “Little fire brother, don’t joke around, purple pupil looks older and uglier than you.”Little White
was very direct.



Little Fire and Purple Pupil were both depressed for a while, Purple Pupil didn’t expect that he was
this image in Little White’s eyes.

Little Fire was depressed that he was also ugly in Little White’s eyes.

Omi piled up his face and said, “Little White, don’t be rude, and also, call Violet Pupil brother, not
Violet Pupil uncle.”

Little White was puzzled, “But, shouldn’t Uncle Violet Pupil be called Uncle when he has a beard?”

“What does a bearded face have to do with uncle?”

“I see you humans, uncles, uncles, all in this image.Grandfather, great-grandfather, all of you have
white beards.Purple pupil with a black beard, isn’t he called uncle?”

“Khan, you didn’t even get what an uncle is.”Omi was speechless, no wonder Xiaobai kept calling
Purple Pupil uncle, it was because Purple Pupil looked old and was considered an uncle by Xiaobai.

: “Brother Omi, Brother Little Fire, I like humans, I’ll be looking for a boyfriend in the future, and I want
to find a human who is as handsome and powerful as Brother Omi.”

Omi wiped his cold sweat: “Little White, how could you think like that, you’re a dragon, how could a
dragon like a human, besides, a dragon and a human?I don’t know what you’re thinking.”

Little Fire laughed and said to Omi, “Brother Chen, I have a bold idea.”

Omi glared, “Don’t follow the nonsense.”

“Hahaha.”Little Fire harrumphed.

Violet Pupil on the other side was a little lost, but he understood that Little White definitely didn’t
like him, but it was just that Little White liked human men, which he couldn’t understand.Like, for
example, asking Purple Pupil to find a human girlfriend, Purple Pupil couldn’t imagine what kind of
scenario that would be.To put it nicely, it was humans and dragons, to put it mildly, nevermind.

Little White snorted, “No matter what you think of me, I like human men anyway, I’m not interested in
dragon men at all, hmm, I’m going out for a walk first.”Little White walked away unconcerned.

Little Fire smiled heedlessly, “Brother Minister, don’t you have any bold ideas?”

“Little Fire, what are you trying to bullshit again.”

“Brother Chen, it’s actually not that unrealistic for Little White to want to find a human man, ah.Think
about it, there’s no difference between a human woman and a human woman at all when Xiaobai
disillusioned into human form, right?”

“Then why don’t you go find a human girlfriend, there’s no difference between a human man and a
human man when you’re disillusioned into human form.”Omi said.

“This, it’s a matter of orientation, I can’t have feelings for human women deep inside ah, but if
Sebastian really has feelings for human men, it’s perfectly feasible ah, besides, the dragon tribe still
thinks that humans are high up.”
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